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USER GUIDE FOR CHEST DEFLECTION MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
1. DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND D 6 S P TRANSDUCERS 

The Protofype-50M thorax shown and illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 is equipped with new instrumentation that provides for three-dimensional displacement measurement at four points on the new ribcage. Two of these points are located at the anterior ends of the third rib to the left and rig^t of the sternum, corresponding approximately to the level of the fourth/fifth rib interspace in the human. This is also the level of'the center of the impactor in the Kroell et al. (1974)^ pendulum tests to cadaver chests. The other two points are located in the regions of the left and right lower ribcage at the ends of the Protoiype-50M rib six (i.e., the next-to-bottom rib). These points correspond to the level of the e i ^ t h rib in the human approximately over the liver and spleen areas. 
Each of the four transducer imits consists of a string potentiometer mounted in a double-gimballed mechanism (a double-gimballed string potentiometer or DGSP) that mounts to the lower thoracic spine segment. Figure 3 shows one DGSP imit prior to installation in the lower thoracic spine. A coordinate ^s tem for this lower thoracic spine segment is defined as shown in Figure 4 where Ihe Z-axis is in the midsagittal plane in the direction of the long axis of the spine segment, the X-axis is in the midsagittal plane perpendicular to the 2i-axis, and the Y-axis is perpendicular to the X-Z plane. The positive directions are chosen to define a rig^t-hand coordinate system so that X is positive toward the front, Y is positive toward the left, and Z is positive up. The location of the coordinate system origin is not important since chest displacements are changes from the initial position and not absolute values. 
As shown in Figure 5, for each transducer unit, one gimbal is mounted in the side of the spine so that the axis of rotation is fixed in the lateral or Y direction of the spinal coordinate ^stem. Rotation about this axis is referred to by the sjrmbol psi (\|r)> The other gimbal is mounted in the yoke bracket surrounding the string potentiometer and the shaft of yoke rotates in the first or spine gimbal about the spinal Y-axis. The axis of rotation for this second gimbal, therefore, remains perpendicular to the axis of the first gimbal but rotates in the spinal X-Z plane with rotation of the first gimbal about the Y-axis in the spine. Rotation about this gimbal axis is referred to by the symbol theta (6). It should be noted that because the meaning of rotation in 0 regarding displacement in a dummy coordinate system is altered by rotation in \)r, it is necessary to use Euler-angle terminology and analysis when computing chest displacements from this transducer system. 
As illustrated in Figure 6, the cable of each string potentiometer is threaded around an idler pulley that is installed in the modified string potentiometer housing. The vector formed by the cable goes through the center of the string potentiometer pulley and the coincident centers of tiie two gimbal axes. This cable is threaded through, and attached to, the end of a telescoping joy stick, which is attached to the string potentiometer housing at its base and connected to ^ e rib end by means of a universal joint. 
The joy stick provides the cable with lateral stifftiess so that angular motions of the gimbals will follow motions of the rib ends that are not in the direction of the cable vector (i.e., motions other than inward and outward displacements of the cable). Rotary potentiometers mounted in line with the gimbal axes provide electrical signals corresponding 
iRroell, C.K; Schneider, D.C.; and Nahum, A.M. (1974) Impact tolerance and response to the human thorax II. Proc. 18th Stapp Car Crash Conference, pp. 383-457. Society of Automotive Engineers, Warrendale, Pa. 
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FIGURE 1. Prototype-50M showing locations of DGSP units on spine and ribcage. 
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USER GUIDE 

FIGURE 5. Illustration of DGSP mounted to lower thoracic spine segment 
showing directions of gimbal rotations. 

FIGURE 6. Schematic drawing of double-gimballed joy stick (DGSP). 
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to the angular movements of the telescoping joy stick from its initial position. The initial orientation of each string potentiometer cable relative to the spinal axis system and the initial distance, R^, from center of each pulley to the end of each joy stick are used along with the change in cable length and changes in angles of the gimbals to compute the three-dimensional displacements at each of the our points on the ribcage. As will be described, these displacements are computed along the spinal axes and with respect to any other user-defined compression axis system in the Prototype-50M chest. 
2. COMPRESSION IN SPINAL AXIS SYSTEM 

The computer subprogram DEFLECT uses the three output signals of each of the four DGSPs in the Protoiype-50M chest to compute the three-dimensional displacements (i.e., AX, AY, and AZ) of the ribcage at four points. As will be described in greater detail below, the output of the program provides these displacements in two coordinate systems. The program computes the anterior-posterior (AP), lateral (RL), and inferior-superior (IS) displacements of the four ribcage points in terms of a lower thoracic spine coordinate system defined above and shown in Figure 4, where IS displacement is along the Z-axis, AP displacement or chest compression is along the X-axis, and RL displacement is along the Y-axis. When the Prototype-50M is positioned for pendulum calibration testing with the surface of the sternum approximately vertical, the spinal AP axis is approximately in the direction of the impact (see Figure 4) and corresponds closely to the direction in which chest deflection was measured in the Kroell et al. tests. 
3. COMPRESSION IN ALTERNATE AXIS SYSTEM 

In addition, the program computes three-dimensional displacements in a second coordinate system defined by the user for each transducer location. In this system, the X-axis defines the direction in which chest compression is to be measured. The alternate orientations of these alternate compression axes for the four transducer sites vised in dummy development are taken to be approximately perpendicular to the anterior surface of the ribcage at each of the foiu* measurement sites and are summarized in Table 1. The angles given are the planar projected angles of each of the compression axes relative to the spintd X-axis. Using the right-hand rule and the definition of the spinal axis system as a rig^t-hand coordinate system, the signs of these projected angles, a and P, are defined as: 
• leftward rotation about the Z-axis is positive (inward for right-side rod), • downward rotation about the Y-axis is positive. 

TABLE 1 
PROJECTED ANGLES OF ALTERNATE COMPRESSION AXES 

RELATIVE TO SPINAL AXIS SYSTEM 
(All angles given in degrees.) 

Projected angle onto X-Z Projected angle onto X-Y Transducer Transducer plane of spine axis system plane of spine axis system No.- Location (Rotation about spinal Y-axis.) (Rotation about spinal Z-axis.) 
(n) (Pn) (On) 

1 Right sternum 0 0 2 Left sternum 0 0 3 Right lower ribcage +15 (down) -18 (to right) 4 Left lower ribcage +15 (down) +18 (to left) 
*NOTE that the left and r i ^ t are defined as the dummy's left and r i ^ t . 
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As indicated by the zero values for a and P in the top two rows, the alternate compression axes at Ihe sternum (i.e., at rib 3) are currently defined in the same direction as the spinal X-axis as shown in Figure 7. If, however, the user wishes to define a difiTerent compressive axis direction in this region so that, for example, the sternal compression axes are inclined 10 degrees to the spinal X-axis, the values of the appropriate projected angles (a, P) can be changed in the user's program before calling the subroutine DEFLECT (see Section 5). 
For the two transducer units attached to the lower ribcage, the orientations of the alternate compression axes are currently defined so that the directions of chest compression are outward 18 degrees and downward 15 degrees from the spinal X-axis, as illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. These definitions of chest compression can also be changed, however, by changing the appropriate variable values in the calling program. It is emphasized that the orientations of &ese compression axes are defined relative to the spinal X-axis by angles that represent the planar projections of the compression axes onto tiie spinal axis system. 

! 

4. INITIAL TRANSDUCER ORIENTATIONS 
In addition to specifying the projected angles of the alternate compression axes for each of the transducer units, the user must also provide information specifying the initial positions and orientations of the string potentiometer cables relative to spinal axis system. This includes the initial cable length for each transducer unit, R , defined as the distance from the center of the string potentiometer and gimbal axes to the center of the universal joint at the rib interface, as well as the initial projected angles of each joy stick with the spinal axis system. The latter include both the projected angle onto the spinal X-Z plane (i.e., rotation about the spinal Y-axis), indicated by in Table 2 and Figure 9, as well as the projected angle onto the X-Y plane (i.e., rotataon about the spinal Z-axis), indicated by Op in Table 2 and Figure 9. Since the algorithm for computing chest displacements requires that the outputs of the gimbal transducers be considered as Euler angles, where the interpretation of tiie Z-axis gimbal is dependent on the rotation of the Y-axis gimbal in the spine, the computer program computes the appropriate Euler angle initial conditions from the projected angles provided by the user. 
The initial projected angles defining the orientations of the four transducer units in the Prototype-50M chest are currently as given in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 9. Again, the signs of the projected angles are determined by the definition of a ri|^t-hand spinal coordinate system and the right-hand rule so that the projected angles with respect to the spinal X-axis are positive for rotation to the left about the Z-axis (Op ) and rotation downward about the Y-axis (Vp̂ )̂. ^ 

TABLE 2 
INITIAL PROJECTED ANGLES OF JOY STICKS IN SPINAL AXIS SYSTEM (All angles given in degrees.) 

Projected angle onto X-Z Projected angle onto X-Y Transducer Transducer plane of spine axis system plane of spine axis system No. Location (Rotation about spinal Y-axis.) (Rotation about spinal Z-axis.) (n) (epn> 
1 Right sternum 0 +10 (in) 2 Left sternum 0 -10 (in) 3 Right lower ribcage +6 (down) - 5 (out) 4 Left lower ribcage +6 (down) +5 (out) 

""NOTE that the left and rig^t are defined as the dummy's left and right. 
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FIGURE 7. Side-view drawing of Prototype-50M thorax showing directions of compression axes at the sternum and lower rihcage. Y-axis is positive out of the page. 

FIGURE 8. Top-view sketch showing orientations of compression axes at the 
lower ribcage. 
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AtMid-Stemum At Lower Ribcage 
Top-views . 

Side view 

FIGURE 9, Initial orientations of DGSPs specified by <t>p̂  and Gp .̂ 
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5. SUBROUTINE 'DEFLECT' 
The subroutine DEFLECT is a FORTRAN subprogram that performs the calculations involved in generating three-dimensional displacement information from the length, and angular data produced by the double-gimballed string potentiometer transducers (DGSP). It was compiled and tested using Lahey FORTRAN F77L (version 5.0). The only compiler-specific features in the program are the in-line comments (indicated by an exclamation point, or !), which may be remov^ without affecting the program's operation. 
The routine makes no assumptions about the initial conditions of the DGSP. Initial angles and joy-stick length must be provided by the user's calling program as described previously. Joy-stick movement is computed for one DGSP tmit (i.e., unit 1, 2, 3, or 4) each time the subroutine is called, so that for a complete analysis of the four DGSPs in the Protofype-50M chest, the routine must be called four times with appropriate initial conditions and compressive axes orientations given in each call. It is also expected that all signal data sent to the subroutine will have been scaled and filtered appropriately, that any zero-offset bias will have been removed, and that signs for the different s i s a l s are correct according to the conventions given previously for the spinal right-hand coordinate system. 
The subroutine returns the chest deflection information to the calling program in the spinal compression axis system (i.e., where the -X axis of the spine is the compressive axis) and in the user-defined or alternate compression axis ^stem. The former are contained in the DELX(i), DELY(i), and DELZ(i) arrays, while the latter are in the STRETCH(i), SWING_L(i), and LIB^i) arrays. In addition, the X(i), Y(i), and Z(i) arrays contain the coordinates of the end of ̂ e joy stick in the spinal axis system at each point in time. 
Tables 3 through 5 summarize the calling argument scalars and arrays and the returned arrays. 

TABLE 3 
VARIABLES FOR INPUT SCALARS FROM CALLING PROGRAM TO SUBROUTINE "DEFLECT 

Item Type Description of Contents 
NPTS INT*4 Number of points in arrays DR, DTHETA, etc. 
RO REAL*4 Initial length of DGSP probe, mm. 
THETAP REAL*4 Angle of joy stick in its initial orientation made by projecting onto the X-Y plane, degrees. (Positive CCW when viewed ^ m above.) 
PSIP REAL*4 Angle of joy stick in its initial orientation made by projecting onto the X-Z plane, degrees. (Positive CCW when viewed finm left.) 
ALPHA REAL*4 Projected angle of alternate compression vector onto X-Y plane of spinal coordinate ^s t em axis, degrees. (Positive CCW when viewed firom above.) 
BETA REAL*4 Projected angle for alternate compression vector onto X-Z plane, degrees. (Positive CCW when viewed from left.) 

10 
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TABLE 4 
VARIABLES FOR INPUT ARRAYS FROM CALLING PROGRAM 

TO SUBROUTINE "DEFLECT" 
Item Type Description of Contents 

DR(npts) REAL*4 Deflection of transducer probe, mm. (Positive in +X or forward direction.) 
DTHETA(npts) REAL*4 Change of angle of rotation around Z-axis gimbal, deg. (Positive CCW when viewed from above.) 
DPSI(npts) REAL*4 Change of angle of rotation around Y-axis gimbal, deg. (Positive CCW when viewed from left.) 

TABLES 
VARIABLES FOR RETURNED ARRAYS FROM SUBROUTINE "DEFLECT" TO CALLING PROGRAM 

Item Type Description of Contents 
X(npts), Y(npts), Z(npts) 

REAL*4 Computed (x,y,z) position of end of probe in spine coordinates. 

DELX(npts), DELY(npts), DELZ(npts) 
REAL*4 Computed change in position of end of probe in spine coordinates. Note: DELX[i]<-X[i] - X[l] 

STRETCH(npts) REAL*4 Computed elongation (negative compression). (Alternate axis system.) 
SWING_L(npts) REAL*4 Computed leftward shift. (Alternate axis system.) 
LIFTXnpts) REAL*4 Computed upward lift. (Alternate axis system.) 

11 
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Since the ALPHAs, BETAs, THETAPs, and PSIPs are projected angles, they must be converted to 
their reflective Euler angles, THETA and PSI, and all angles must be convoted fiom degrees to radians for 
cmnputatimial purposes. 

The first step is the conversion of the projected angles PSIP and THETAP to Euler angles by the 
following equations whoe degrad is the factor for convoting degrees to radians. 

PSIO = PSIP * degrad 
THETAO = atan(tan(THETAP*degrad)*cos(PSIP*degrad)) 

The initial positions (indicated by a variable name suffixed with _ i n i t ) are die iiqiut values 
adjusted by the amount of the first digitiz^ datum: 

R_init = RO - DR(1) 
PSI_init = PSIO - DPSI(I) * degrad 
THETA_init = THETAO - DTHETA(l) * degrad 

Sirnilarly, the projected angles of the alternate axis system are OMiverted to Eulo-angles. Smne 
ccHistants which will be used later in the lo(f> are calculated at the same time. 

PSI_AB = beta * degrad 
THETA_AB = atan(tan(alpha*degrad)*cos(beta*degrad)) 
cos_PSI_AB = cos(PSl_AB) 
COS_THETA_AB = COS(THETA-AB) 
sln_PSI_AB = sin(PSI_AB) 
sin_THETA_AB = sin(THETA_AB) 

Initial |Hobe endpoints are calculated using the frdlowing equations: 

XI = R_init * cos(PSI-init) * cos(THETA_init) 
Yl = R_init * sin(THETA_inlt) 
Z1 = -R_init * cos(THETA_init) * sin(PSI_init) 

Then new e n ^ i n t s and deflectimis are ccMnputed fw each time pmnL Rrst the change in probe length and 
angle are obtained: 

R = R_init + DR(I) 
THETA = THETA_init + DTHETA(I) * degrad 
PSI = PSI_init + DPSI(I) * degrad 

Thra, new endpoints and deflections in three axes are computed: 
COSJTHETA = COS (THETA) 
X(i) = R * COS (PSI) * COSJTHETA 
Y(l) = R * SIS (THETA) 
Z(i) = -R * SIN (PSI) * COSJTHETA 
DELX(i) = X(i) - XI 
DELY(i) = Y(i) - Yl 
DELZ(i) = Z(i) - Z1 

12 



Finally, a set of deflections f(x the ((q)tional) altranate axis system are derived: 

USERGUnX 

STRETCH(i) = 

SWING L(i) = 

LIFT(i) 

DELX(i) * COS_THETA_AB * COS_PSI_AB 
+DELY(i) * sin_THETA_AB 
-DELZ(i) * cos_THETA_AB * sin_PSI_AB 

-DELX(i) * sin_THETA_AB * COS_PSI_AB 
+DELY(i) * COS_THETA_AB 
+DELZ(i) * sln_THETA_AB * sin_PSI_AB 

DELX(i) * sin_PSI_AB 
+DELZ(i) * COS PSI AB 

(Note that if ALPHA = BETA = 0.0, then STRETCH = DELX, SWING_L = DELY and LIFT = DELZ.) 

IhesecalculaticHis are carried out for each tune point The results are returned to the calling program in the 
arrays described above. 

13 
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6. SOURCE CODE FOR SUBROUTINE "DEFLECT' 

15 
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c-
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Subroutine Name: DEFLECT 

Purpose: 
To calculate three-dimensional displacements of 
the Prototype-50M (TAD-50M) ribcage using output 
of the double-gimballed string potentiometers 

Measurement Concept: 

L.W. Schneider, Research Scientist 
Head, Biosciences Division, UMTRI 

M.P. Haffner, Contracting Officer's Technical Representative 
Biomechanics Division, Office of Crashworthiness Research 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

Mathematical Analyses: 

B.M. Bowman, Research Scientist, 
Biosciences Division, UMTRI 

FORTRAN coding: 

Release Date: 

R.J. Lehman, Senior Program Analyst, 
Biosciences Division, UMTRI 

31 July 1992 

The authors would like to thank Joseph A. Prater for his assistance 
in the development of this subroutine. 

subroutine deflect(npts, rO, 
1 ThetaP, PsiP, alpha, beta, 
1 dr, dtheta, dpsi, 
2 X, y, z, delx, dely, delz, 
3 stretch, swing_L, lift) 

real*4 dr(l), dtheta(l), dpsi(l), 
1 x(l), yd), z(l), 
2 delx(l), dely(l), delz(l), 
3 stretch (1), swing_L(l), liftd), 
4 rO, ThetaP, PsiP, alpha, beta 
integer*4 npts 
real*4 degrad 

input scalars and 
projection angles, 
input vectors 
returned spine coords 
returned "other" coords 

c 
c-
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

Definitions: 

Axes are: X — > forward 
Y — > left, 
Z — > up 

[Posterior 
[Right 
[Inferior 

» » » 
Anterior] 
Left] 
Superior] 

Rotations: Psi: 

Theta: 

Rotation around Y-axis gimbal, 
(Positive CCW when viewed from left.) 
Rotation around Z-axis gimbal, 
(Positive CCW when viewed from above.) 

17 
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c Calling arguments: 
c 
c Initial conditions (scalars): 
c 
c Name Type Contents 
c • [ 
c RO R*4 Rod initial length (input) 
c ThetaP R*4 Initial value of angle made with X-axis by 
c projection of rod onto X-y plane. (Positive 
c from X toward Y; "outward" for left side rod, 
c "inward" for right side rod.) 
c PsiP R*4 Initial value of angle made with X-axis by 
c projection of rod onto X-Z plane. (Positive 
c [5/11/92] from X toward -Z, i.e., "DOWN".) 
c ALPHA R*4 Projection angle for alternate deflection axis, 
c [5/14/92] positive for X — > Y (deg) 
c BETA R*4 Projection angle for alternate deflection axis, 
c [5/14/92] positive for X ~ > -Z (deg) 
c 
c NPTS 1*4 numlser of points in arrays DR, DTHETA, etc. 
c 
c Sensor values, zeroed and scaled (vectors): 
c 
c DR(npts) R*4 Change of deflection of transducer rod/string 
c (Positive in +X [forward] direction) 
c DTHETA(npts) R*4 Change of Angle of rotation around Z-axis gimbal, 
c degrees (Positive CCW when viewed from above.) 
c DPSI(npts) R*4 Change of Angle of rotation around Y-axis gimbal, 
c degrees (Positive CCW when viewed from left.) 
c 
c Returned Spinal Coordinate Values: 
c 
c X(npts),Y(),Z0 R*4 Computed (x,y,z) position of end of rod in 
c spine coordinates 
c 
c DELX(npts), R*4 Computed change in A-P position of end of rod; 
c DELX[i] < X[i] - X[l], etc. 
c DELY(npts), R*4 Computed change in R-L position of end of rod; 
c DELZ(npts), R*4 Computed change'in I-S position of end of rod; 
c 
c Returned Alternate or Compression Coordinate Values: 
c 
c STRETCH(npts) R*4 Computed stretch 
c swing_L(npts) R*4 Computed leftward shift 
c LIFT(npts) R*4 Computed upward lift 
c 
c ^ 

degrad - 4. * atan(l.O) / 180. ! degrees — > radians factor 
c 
c convert projected angles to radians; minor name change to prevent 
c altering calling argument 
c 

ThPRad - ThetaP * degrad 
alfa = alpha * degrad 
PsPRad - PsiP * degrad 
bet - beta * degrad 

c 
c calculate initial positions 
c (dr(l), dtheta(l), dpsi(l) are approx - 0.0, 
c so r_init, theta_init, psi_init are very close to initial values, 
c 

r_init - RO - dr(l) ! changed from (RO+dr(l)) 5/11/92 
c 
c compute Euler angles given projected angles: 
c 

18 
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psiO - PsPRad ! changed from (-PsPRad) 5/11/92 
psi_init » psiO - dpsi(l) * degrad 

thetaO - atan(tan(ThPRad)*cos(PsPRad)) 
theta_init - thetaO - dtheta(l) * degrad 

c 
c similarly for offset angles 
c 

psi_AB = bet ! changed from (-bet) 5/11/92 
theta_AB = atan(tan(alfa)*cos(bet)) 
cos_PSI_AB - cos(psi_AB) 
cos_THETA_AB - cos(theta_AB) 
sin_PSI_AB - sin(psi_AB) 
sin_THETA_AB - sin(theta_AB) 

c 
c x(i), y(i), z(i) are endpoints of probe at time i. If i-1, initial condition, 
c 

xl - r_init * cos(psi_init) * cos(theta_init) ! X initial position 
yl - r_init * sin(theta_init) ! Y initial position 
zl - -r_init * cos(theta_init) * sin(psi_init) ! Z initial position 

c 
c compute new endpoints and deflection for each time point 
c 

do 20 i=l,npts 
c 
c R, THETA, PSI are rod length and angle 
c value from xducer at time i plus initial condition, 
c 

R = R_init + DR(I) 
THETA - THETA_init + DTHETA(I) * degrad 
PSI = PSI_init + DPSI(I) * degrad 

c 
c so new endpoints (in spine reference frame) are: ^ 
c 

X(i) - R * COS(PSI) * COS(THETA) 
Y(i) - R * SIN(THETA) 
Z(i) = -R * SIN(PSI) * COS(THETA) 

c 
c and deflection components are: 
c 

DELX(i) - X(i) - XI 
DELY(i) - Y(i) - Yl 
DELZ(i) - Z(i) - Zl 

c 
c and for second reference frame, (from bmb, 5/14/92) 
c 

stretch(i) - DELX(i) * cos THETA AB * cos_ _PSI_ _AB 
1 + DELY(i) * sin_THETA_AB 
2 - DELZ(i) * cos_THETA_AB * sin_ _PSI_ _AB 

swing L(i) - - DELX(i) * 3in_THETA_AB * cos_ _PSI_ _AB 
1 + DELY(i) * cos_THETA_AB 
2 + DELZ(i) * sin_THETA_AB * sin_ _PSI_ _AB 

lift(i) DELX(i) * sin_PSI_AB 
1 + DELZ(i) * cos_PSI_AB 

20 continue 
c 
c and we're done, 
c 

return 
end 
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USER GUIDE 

c-
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c= 
c 

Subroutine Name: SETDEFL 

Purpose: To Initialize joystick angles and lengths and specify the 
projected angles of alternate compression axes to be used at 
the sternum and lower ribcage. This subprogram is called by 
the user's main program prior to calling the subroutine DEFLECT. 
The user may wish to use alternative approaches to initializing 
these variables. 

Author: R.J. Lehman 

Release Date: 31 July 1992 

subroutine setdefl 
real*4 rO, 
common /inits/rO(4), 

common block /inits/ 

ThetaP, 
ThetaP(4), 

PsiP, 
PsiP(4), 

alpha, 
alpha(4), 

beta 
beta (4) 

contains the initial, measured lengths and 
angular orientation of the transducers. 
Assignments are as given in XDDCER (below) 

********* Note: ****** » These values must be supplied by the user 

rO(4) R*4 Initial length of probe or string. 
ThetaP(4) R*4 initial rod projection angle in spine system, X — > Y 
PsiP (4) R*4 initial rod projection angle in spine system, X — > -Z 
ALPHA(4) R*4 projection angle for alternate deflection axis, X — > Y (deg) BETA(4) R*4 projection angle for alternate deflection axis, X —>-Z (deg) 

Transducer Identification: 

right upper 
left upper 
right lower 
left lower 

rO(l) 
r0(2) 
r0(3) 
r0(4) 

152.4 
152.4 
149.86 
149.86 

ThetaP(1) = 10. 
ThetaP(2) = -10. 
ThetaP(3) = -5. 
ThetaP(4) = 5. 

PsiP(l) - 0. 
PsiP(2) = 0. 
PsiP(3) = 6. 
PsiP(4) = 6. 

alpha(1) = 0. 
alpha(2) - 0. 
alpha(3) - -18. 
alpha(4) = 18. 

beta(l) = 0. 
beta(2) = 0. 
beta(3) - 15. 
beta(4) = 15. 

return 
end 
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